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Prerequisites

There are no prerequisites to enrol in this course, but it is recommended to have passed and have a good level
in the subjects of "Criminal law" and "Introduction to law"

Objectives and Contextualisation

The course expects that the student identifies the institutional approach to crime as a complex political decision
involving different inputs and interests. Second, the course expects that the student identifies critically
principles, motivations, objectives, functions and ideologies behind every criminal political option. Finally, the
course expects that the student could locate each policy decision (terrorism, gender violence , drugs,
immigration, small patrimonial delinquency, sexual crimes, ...) in any of the criminal policies trends that
scientific doctrine has been identified in recent years and their implications.

Content

Item 1: Approach to the concept of criminal policy.
Item 2: Relations and differences between criminology, criminal policy and criminal law.
Item 3. Crisis of criminal welfarisme and emergence of new political and criminal tendencies.
Item 4. Models of contemporary criminal policy (1) risk criminal law.
Item 5. Models of contemporary criminal policy (2): the criminal law of security.
Item 6. Models of the contemporary criminal policy (3) criminal law of the enemy.
Item 7. Models of the contemporary criminal policy (4): Friend's criminal law.
Item 8. The symbolic use of criminal law.
Item 9. Punitive populism.
Item 10. The influence of the media on criminal policy.
Item 11. The current political discussion criminal in Spain.
Item 12. Criminal policy on drugs.
Item 13. Criminal policy of road safety.
Item 14. Criminal policy of immigration.
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